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Longitudinal variation of tides in the MLT region:
1. Tides driven by tropospheric net radiative heating
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[1] This study demonstrates that the diurnal cycle of net radiative heating in the
troposphere accounts for considerable longitudinal variability of diurnal and semidiurnal
tidal fields in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) (∼80–120 km), whereas
previously it was thought that latent heating associated with deep tropical convection is the
predominant driver of this variability. The heating rates used for this study are derived
from radiative flux products by NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS), and the
model employed to estimate the corresponding MLT tides is the Global‐Scale Wave
Model (GSWM). The radiative flux products by NASA GISS utilize improved
International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) cloud climatology and ancillary
data sets and were validated by Earth radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) and Clouds
and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) radiative flux (0.2–200.0 microns)
measurements at the top of the atmosphere and the Earth surface. Typical magnitudes of
tidal temperature longitude variations at, e.g., 95 km or 110 km are 20 ± 5 K for the diurnal
tide and 6 ± 2 K for the semidiurnal tide. The computed tides and their longitude
variability are of comparable amplitude to those derived from TIMED SABER
temperature measurements. Part 2 of this study provides new estimates of tidal forcing
by latent heating and assesses the total MLT tidal response to these combined heat sources
in comparison to tidal climatologies derived from TIMED SABER measurements.

Citation: Zhang, X., J. M. Forbes, and M. E. Hagan (2010), Longitudinal variation of tides in the MLT region: 1. Tides driven
by tropospheric net radiative heating, J. Geophys. Res., 115, A06316, doi:10.1029/2009JA014897.

1. Introduction

[2] When referring to atmospheric tides, one usually
means thermally driven tides although sometimes lunar or
gravitational tides are also of interest. The driver of atmo-
spheric thermal tides is heating associated with solar radia-
tion absorption although the dynamics of thermal tides is
determined by both the Coriolis force and gravity. Quantifi-
cation of the net radiative heating of the atmosphere is
important in order to understand the atmospheric tidal con-
sequences. Whenever significantly improved heating speci-
fication becomes available, it is a good opportunity to refresh
our understanding of the atmospheric dynamics. One way to
do so is to run dynamic models by taking the new heating
source as input and comparing the output results with ob-
servations. In this vein, the primary motivations for the
present study are the availability of improved radiative heat
fluxes in the troposphere and observed climatological tidal
data up to the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT)
region. Specifically, in this study we drive the Global Scale
Wave Model (GSWM) [Hagan et al., 1999; Hagan and

Forbes, 2002] using newly derived net radiative heating
rates as input and compare GSWM output results with
SABER tidal temperatures derived frommeasurements by the
SABER instrument on the TIMED spacecraft. In section 1.1,
we introduce the basics of atmospheric solar tides and their
energy sources, and in section 1.2, we review the history of
some related research that leads to the objective of this study.
In section 1.3, we introduce the GSWM model that we
employ to help understand the dynamics of the atmosphere.
In section 2, we present our newly developed algorithm for
deriving heating rate profiles from ISCCP radiative heat
fluxes and compare the resulting heating rate profiles with
those from predecessor studies. In section 3 we address the
ways that we utilize SABER measurements, including the
derivation of zonal mean gradient winds (one of the inputs to
GSWM in this study) from the measured geopotential field,
and the methodology that we employ to derive tidal tem-
peratures from SABER measurements for comparison with
GSWM‐ISCCP (which we call the GSWM output of this
study) results. Sections 4 and 5 present the results and con-
clusions, respectively. Part 2 of this study [Zhang et al., 2010]
presents new latent heating calculations based on Tropical
Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) observations, and
performs an assessment of the current state of solar tide
modeling taking into account both radiative (ISCCP) and
latent heating (TRMM) excitations in light of the SABER
measurements.
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1.1. Atmospheric Solar Tides and Their Energy
Sources

[3] Atmospheric solar thermal tides are oscillations with
periods that are harmonics of a solar day, as determined by
periodic forcing due to absorption of solar radiation in a
rotating atmosphere. At every geographic location, the state
of the atmosphere in terms of temperature, winds, density,
pressure, etc. varies with local time. This local time variation
can be Fourier‐decomposed into diurnal, semidiurnal or any
further subcycle of a solar day. The amplitudes and phases of
tides vary not only with location but also with time such as
annually, seasonally or even week to week. Time and lon-
gitude are directly coupled in a rotating atmosphere, and so
solar thermal heating and the tidal response can be expressed
periodically as follows:

Xs¼þL

s¼�L

XN
n¼1

An;s �; hð Þ cos nWt þ s�� �n;s �; hð Þ� � ð1Þ

where W = 2p/24 (hour−1) and t is UT in hours; the positive
integer n = 1, 2, 3, … denotes diurnal, semidiurnal and
terdiurnal, etc.; s is an integer zonal wave number if l =
longitude in radians; � = latitude; h = altitude; An,s is the
amplitude of the tidal component specified by n and s, while
�n,s is the phase which is defined as the time of maximum at
zero longitude. When s = 0, the oscillation does not prop-
agate with longitude and is called a standing or zonally
symmetric oscillation. When s ≠ 0, the phase can also be
expressed in terms of longitude of maximum at t = 0. In this
way, a tide is also a global‐scale wave propagating with
respect to longitude, where s > 0 for westward propagation
and s < 0 for eastward propagation. It is convenient to utilize
the following notation when distinguishing various tidal
components: DWs or DEs denotes a westward or eastward
propagating diurnal tide, respectively, with zonal wave
number s. For semidiurnal or terdiurnal oscillations, S or T
replaces D. The standing oscillations are denoted D0, S0,
T0, and stationary planetary waves (when n = 0) with zonal
wave number s are expressed as SPWs.
[4] An alternative expression of a tidal component is

An;s �; hð Þ cos nWtLT þ s� nð Þ�� �n;s �; hð Þ� � ð2Þ

where tLT is local time in hours, since tLT = t + l/W. This
expression has the advantage of easily distinguishing between
migrating tides and nonmigrating tides mathematically.
When s = n, tidal variations in local time do not vary with
longitude. That is, all locations in the same zonal circle have
the same tidal state as long as they have the same relative
position (local time) with respect to the Sun, and this state
varies only with local time (the migration of the Sun). So s = n
denotes migrating tides, while s ≠ n denotes nonmigrating
tides. Migrating tides do not vary with longitude, while
nonmigrating tides vary with longitude and are contained in
the residuals from the zonal mean at the same local time. We
can also take nonmigrating tides as longitudinal modulations
of migrating tides and group nonmigrating tides based on
the value of js − nj into wave‐m tidal components, where m =
js − nj. This is in fact the perspective from a quasi‐Sun‐
synchronous satellite (i.e., tLT ≈ constant in (2)).

[5] Atmospheric thermal tides are those induced by the
daily cyclic absorption of solar energy in the atmosphere.
The dominant solar energy comes from radiative heating
that is manifested either directly or indirectly. For instance,
the radiative heating that takes place in the thermosphere is
the direct result of absorption of solar extreme ultraviolet
(EUV), UV, gamma and X radiation by O, O2, N2 and N. In
theMLT region,O2 andO3 directly absorb solar energy in the
ultraviolet region. In addition, exothermic chemical reactions
also produce net heating in the mesosphere [Mlynczak, 1996].
In the stratosphere, heating results from more direct absorp-
tion of ultraviolet energy by ozone. But, themost intense solar
heating is in the troposphere where water vapor and carbon
dioxide absorb primarily infrared (IR) and visible solar
energy. About half of this energy is absorbed from solar direct
radiation in IR and visible bands, while the other half is from
infrared emission of the Earth. Because the peak solar energy
is in the visible region andmost of the solar visible radiation is
absorbed by the Earth’s surface, the energy absorbed by the
Earth’s surface consists of more than half of the total solar
insolation at the top of the atmosphere and is emitted back as
infrared energy to be absorbed again by water vapor, clouds,
aerosol, CO2 and other greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.
So while direct radiative heating depends on the atmosphere
and clouds, the indirect heating depends also and mostly on
the albedo, emissivity and temperature of the Earth surface.
Since the Earth’s surface, clouds, aerosol and water vapor
distributions are all zonally asymmetric, the radiative heating
in the troposphere is not expected to be zonally symmetric.
[6] Besides radiative energy, the energy released in clouds

and the atmosphere due to latent heat release is also sig-
nificant, quantitatively about 70% of total radiative energy
in the troposphere. In fact, the latent heating energy comes
from the radiative energy absorbed by the Earth surface, and
so does the energy carried into the atmosphere by conduc-
tion and convective air. It is worth mentioning that cooling
always coexists with heating. The cooling dominates the
coldest regions of the atmosphere such as the mesopause
and the tropopause. From the energy balance point of view,
the atmosphere gives energy back to space mostly by radia-
tion. In this study, what we care about most is the longitudinal
variability of solar cyclic (local time varying) net radiative
heating in the troposphere which is defined as radiative
heating (direct and indirect solar) minus radiative loss (IR
cooling). Throughout this paper we use “radiative heating”
and “net radiative heating” synonymously.
[7] The most significant tidal oscillations are observed

in the MLT region and they are so large as to govern the
dynamics of this region. Much of the tidal energy in the MLT
region is thought to originate in the troposphere. The amount
of energy absorbed in the troposphere is far greater than any
other atmospheric region although solar radiative energy can
be absorbed at many altitudes of the atmosphere. The tro-
posphere has 99% of the total water vapor of the atmosphere
but it also has 90% of the total mass. A small portion of the
available troposphere energy can thus lead to significant
consequences in the upper atmosphere. As the atmosphere
becomes more tenuous upward, the outgoing tidal energy is
associated with exponentially increasing tidal amplitudes
until significant dissipation occurs between about 80 and
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120 km. So the MLT region is of particular interest for tides,
and their connection with troposphere radiative heating is the
focus of our present study.

1.2. Objective of Current Study and Some Related
Research

[8] After establishment of classical tidal theory, i.e.,
Chapman and Lindzen [1970], early tidal research [Forbes
and Garrett, 1978, 1979; Kato, 1980; Forbes, 1982a,
1982b; Volland, 1988; Vial, 1989; Vial and Forbes, 1989;
Hagan, 2000] mainly concentrated on modeling migrating
tides forced by radiative heating since measurements for both
atmospheric tides and their forcing source were very limited.
Lindzen [1978] proposed that atmospheric thermal tides can
also be excited by large‐scale latent heat release from water
vapor condensation in deep convective troposphere clouds,
and this was strongly supported by Hamilton [1981] using
rainfall data in combination with numerical experiments. In
addition, Hamilton [1981] noticed the large geographic tidal
variability caused by rainfall/latent heating. Employing the
Williams and Avery [1996] latent heating rates in the Global‐
Scale Wave Model (GSWM), Hagan et al. [1997a] produced
comparatively more realistic migrating and nonmigrating
tidal responses between the ground and the lower thermo-
sphere. They reported that nonmigrating diurnal tides excited
by latent heating introduced measurable (∼10 m/s) longitu-
dinal variability in their MLT solutions, even though they
were individually up to 3 times smaller than the migrating
diurnal tide. However, they also reported that tropospheric
nonmigrating radiative forcing based on Groves [1982] did
not contribute much toMLT diurnal tidal dynamics. Note that
the Groves tidal water vapor heating model did not include
any tidal specific humidity contribution below 3 km, which
turns out to have more longitudinal variability in tropical/
subtropical region as evidenced by recent measurements
[Gettelman et al., 2006]. In the Groves model, “No account is
taken of cloud layer structure,” “no account is taken of daily
variations of cloudiness” and “no account is taken of daily
or seasonal variations of (surface) albedo.” The clear sky
absorption that the Groves model utilized was based on the
low‐resolution spectral measurements by Howard et al.
[1956] which was limited in the near IR/visible bands com-
pared with today’s water vapor spectroscopy database, and
did not include any far IR bands.
[9] By studying WINDII UARS data and the GSWM,

Hagan et al. [1997b] further confirmed that nonmigrating
latent heating components cause notable longitudinal diurnal
tidal variation in the MLT region. Forbes et al. [1997] ana-
lyzed 7 years of global cloud imagery (GCI) data to derive
latent heating rates, and used the GSWM to demonstrate that
annual mean MLT migrating diurnal and semidiurnal tem-
perature and wind responses of 5–10 K and 10–20 m/s could
be attributed to this source. Hagan and Forbes [2002, 2003]
forced the GSWM using similarly derived monthly mean
diurnal and semidiurnal tidal heating rates, and they con-
cluded that radiative heating and latent heating must be
combined for dynamical models to produce realistic longi-
tudinal tidal variability. Forbes et al. [2003] analyzed wind
measurements near 95 km from the UARS satellite and re-
ported significant longitudinal variability of the diurnal tide
between ±40° latitude that was manifested primarily in DE3,
DW2 and D0 and their climatological monthly variability.

They also pointed out that a total diurnal tidal field with
appreciable longitude variability results from the aggregate
interference between nonmigrating and migrating tidal com-
ponents. Using TIMED SABER temperature measurements
and models simulations, Forbes et al. [2006] further inves-
tigated thermosphere tides and their troposphere excitation
sources. They reported that DE3 had similar‐order amplitudes
(8–20 K) as the migrating tide DW1 in the lower thermo-
sphere and concluded that DE3 is primarily excited by latent
heating due to deep tropical convection in the troposphere.
This confirmed the GSWM‐02 results of Hagan and Forbes
[2002]. They furthermore note that DE3 is intimately
connected with the predominant wave‐4 longitude distribu-
tion of topography and land‐sea difference at low latitudes.
Zhang et al. [2006] analyzed 12 months of SABER tidal
signatures of several nonmigrating components as well as the
migrating ones and compared the results with the GSWM‐02.
They further confirmed that many of the nonmigrating tides
in the MLT region are likely to be excited by latent heating in
the troposphere and pointed out that a recalculation and
reassessment of tidal heating rates due to latent heating and
radiative forcing may be timely, as many discrepancies
remain between the GSWM‐02 and observations. And, a
deeper understanding of the way in which tides interact with
the mean wind field appeared to be required since observed
tidal magnitudes, altitude and seasonal maxima do not quite
agree with the model’s results. They also argued that
improved knowledge of the zonal mean wind field and how it
affects the seasonal variation of MLT tides may also lead to
better agreement with observations, a point made clear in the
work of McLandress [2002].
[10] Early attempts [Kato et al., 1982; Forbes and Groves,

1987] to model nonmigrating tides assumed that their source
was the nonuniform global distribution of radiative heating
in the atmosphere until Williams and Avery [1996] investi-
gated the tidal responses to tropospheric latent heat sources
inferred from a 1 year GCI data set. Since then, as mentioned
in the above paragraphs, more attention was given to latent
heating than to radiative heating as the excitation source for
nonmigrating tides and tidal longitudinal variabilities because
the tidal longitudinal variations excited by latent heating were
much more significant than that excited by radiative heating
based on previous research. Lieberman et al. [2007] inves-
tigated mesosphere diurnal tidal variability due to both
NASAWater Vapor Project (NVAP) IR heating and Tropical
Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM)‐ISCCP combined
latent heating. They also concluded that while latent heat
release is considerably more complex, projecting primarily
onto many nonmigrating diurnal tidal components, water
vapor heating primarily excites the diurnal migrating com-
ponent. However, these authors did not take into account
the effects of clouds and the Earth surface properties on the
radiative heating rates although the cloud effects were taken
into account for latent heating.
[11] Recent ISCCP radiative flux profile data in the tro-

posphere makes it possible for us to reassess net radiative
heating as a forcing source for tidal longitudinal variabilities
and nonmigrating tides as well as for migrating tides. This
product comes from the NASA GISS’s radiative transfer
model with improved ISCCP climatological cloud measure-
ments and ancillary data sets, and is called ISCCP‐FD. The
most important changes (over the work of Zhang et al.
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[1995]) are the “introduction of a better treatment of ice
clouds, revision of the aerosol climatology, accounting for
diurnal variations of surface skin/air temperatures and the
cloud‐radiative effects on them, revision of the water vapor
profiles used, and refinement of the land surface albedos and
emissivities” [Zhang et al., 2004]. By combining a new cli-
matology of cloud vertical structure [Rossow et al., 2005]
with the ISCCP cloud product, the ISCCP‐FD product pro-
vides upgoing and downgoing radiative fluxes in both short-
wave (0.2–5.0 microns) and longwave (5.0–200.0 microns)
ranges at each of five levels, namely, the surface, 680 mb,
440 mb, 100 mb and top of the atmosphere (TOA) and at
each 2.5° latitude × 2.5° longitude grid point. The time
coverage of ISCCP‐FD radiative flux products is 8 × daily,
1988 to 2007. So far, ISCCP appears to be the most suitable
data resource for specifying the troposphere net radiative
heat source of global‐scale waves, particularly tides,
although the cloud vertical structure may not be as good as
that measured by TRMM. Furthermore, the ISCCP‐FD data
sets before 2006 have larger uncertainty in longwave radi-
ative fluxes due to lack of validation measurements in far
IR (50–200microns) range achieved by recent projects such
as Far Infra Red Spectroscopy of Troposphere (FIRST).
[12] In the following, we first present the algorithm we

have developed for converting the profiles of ISCCP radi-
ative fluxes to the profiles of net radiative heating rates
(section 2.1) before comparing them with heating profiles
derived by previous workers (section 2.2). Then we compare
the GSWM‐ISCCP tidal results excited by these net radia-
tive heating rates with observed tidal temperature signatures
by TIMED SABER to estimate how much of the tidal lon-
gitudinal variability is attributable to radiative heating
(section 4). Our objective is to further understand and
delineate the connections between MLT tides and troposphere
radiative heating in the context of longitudinal variability.

1.3. Global‐Scale Wave Model

[13] The Global‐Scale Wave Model (GSWM) [Hagan et
al., 1995, 1999; Hagan, 1996; Hagan and Forbes, 2002,
2003] is the model adopted for the present study. The GSWM
solves the linearized tidal equations; given the frequency,
zonal wave number and excitation of a particular oscillation,
and given a specification of the zonally averaged atmospheric
state, the height versus latitude distribution of the atmo-
spheric response is calculated. The linear approximation is
not considered to be a shortcoming of any significance in
calculating the wave response to any given forcing. How-
ever, the linear approximation precludes excitation of some
tidal oscillations by wave‐wave interactions. The model in-
cludes in some form or another all other processes of known
importance to the calculation of the global atmospheric tidal
response: surface friction, mean winds and meridional gra-
dients in scalar atmospheric parameters, radiative cooling,
eddy and molecular diffusion, Rayleigh friction and ion drag.
All parameterizations and properties of the background
atmosphere described for GSWM‐02 [Hagan and Forbes,
2002] are adopted for this study, except that we utilize a
new specification of the zonal mean wind field that is derived
from the SABER geopotential data (below).
[14] The GSWM has several advantages that make it

particularly suitable for comparison with the SABER tidal
temperatures. First, it extends from the surface to >250 km,

and thus handles the dissipation region above 100 km very
well. Second, monthly mean heating rates are based upon
observed distributions of H2O, O3 and O2. Third, monthly
mean background (zonal mean) wind distributions are sim-
ilarly based on measurements, and when background data
are not available, the zonal mean temperatures and densities
are specified using an empirical model [Hedin, 1991] that is
also constructed from observational data. In addition, the
GSWM is the only model that utilizes latent heating rates
(associated with deep tropical convection) that are obser-
vationally based. The GSWM is specifically formulated to
emulate monthly mean global responses of individual tidal
components to monthly mean diurnal and semidiurnal tidal
excitations. So, in this sense the GSWM has been optimized
to provide the best possible specification of thermally forced
global tides throughout the atmosphere on a monthly mean
basis. Current deficiencies of the GSWM are that it
cannot account for nonlinear interaction between migrating
tides and stationary planetary waves [Forbes et al., 1995;
Hagan and Roble, 2001; Angelats i Coll and Forbes, 2002;
Yamashita et al., 2002; Grieger et al., 2004; Lieberman
et al., 2004; Hagan et al., 2009], thermospheric heating
due to EUV solar radiation absorption (important above
about 110 km) on a monthly basis, or tide‐tide nonlinear
interaction.

2. ISCCP Radiative Heating Rate

2.1. Algorithm and Results

[15] Heating rate is a more direct input to models than
heat flux, although heat flux is more directly measured. In this
section, we present the algorithm we developed to convert
heat flux profiles to heating rate profiles.
[16] Heating rate (per unit mass) of the atmosphere is

J ¼ 1

�

d DFð Þ
dz

¼ �g
d DFð Þ
dp

ð3Þ

where F is the heat flux, F↓ and F↑ are the downgoing and
upgoing fluxes, respectively, such that DF = F↓ − F↑. z is
geographic height, g is gravitational force and p is pressure.
So,

DF ¼ �
Z

J

g
dp ¼ �

Z
Jp0
g

dx ð4Þ

where x = p/p0 is the independent variable, and p0 is surface
pressure. After trial and error we found the following
expression to lead to a good fit to the net radiative heating
rate:

J ¼ � c lnn xð Þxa�1 þ bx
� �

g=p0 ð5Þ

where n is a positive integer, coefficients a, b, c are real
numbers. Then, the integration result [e.g., Abramowitz
and Stegun, 1984] of (4) is

DF ¼ c
Xn
i¼0

�1ð ÞiPi
n a ln xð Þn�i� � xa

anþ1
þ bx2

2
þ d ð6Þ

where the permutation Pn
i = n!/(n−i)!. There are 4 unknown

coefficients in the right side of equation (6), while we have
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measurements for the left side at 5 altitude levels. The
4 coefficients a, b, c, d can be retrieved by nonlinear
regression using equation (6). Then the heating rate in
equation (5) is determined by the 3 coefficients a, b and c.
Note that in the fitting models specified by equation (6), n =
8 is the optimized option by goodness‐of‐fit test for the
model. The basis of this model comes from the assumption
specified by equation (5), and equation (5) is based on the
fact that we have to optimally describe the general shape of
the heating rate profiles by no more than 3 coefficients with
altitude being the only independent variable. The general
shape of the heating rate is specified based on the tidal
heating rate profiles of Groves [1982], with imposed
restrictions that the heating rate is close to zero above the
tropopause (that ranges in height from an average of 11 km
at the poles to 17 km at the equator) where x ∼ 0. From
equation (6), d is the net radiative flux at tropopause, while
b/2 + d is the one at the Earth surface. Almost all the global
contour plots (not shown in this paper) of b and d show that
the contour curves of b or d follow the terminator (twilight

zone) line, while the maximum of b and minimum of d peak
at middle night. During nighttime, d is negative and b/2 + d
is also negative but with smaller magnitude. This means that
the net radiative flux is upward from the tropopause and the
Earth surface, and the troposphere has net cooling. Math-
ematically, coefficient a is related to the altitude of the
heating peak between 5–8 km and c is related to the mag-
nitude of the peak. The resulting values of a and c are
positive as expected. The bigger the a, the lower the altitude
and smaller the magnitude of the heating peak. The contour
plots of a and c (not shown in this paper) show that a and c
are very much positively correlated.
[17] Figure 1 shows two examples of the nonlinear fitting

at 1.25°N, 26.25°E, in January 2002. Figure 1 (left) shows
the net heat flux, where the diamond symbols are the ISCCP
values, while the dashed curves are the fits; Cov = 1 means
that the nonlinear regression converges. Figure 1 (right) shows
the net radiative heating rate profiles based on equation (5).
Figure 1 (top) shows the fitting at 3am local time when almost
the whole troposphere is experiencing radiative cooling,

Figure 1. Nonlinear fitting at 1.25°N, 26.25°E, in January 2002. (left) The net radiative heat flux. The
diamond symbols are the ISCCP values, while the dashed curves are the fits. (right) The net radiative
heating rate profiles. (top) At 3:00 am and (bottom) at 12:00 pm.
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whereas the Figure 1 (bottom) shows the fitting at 12pmwhen
the peak heating altitude range is 5–10 km.
[18] Figure 2 shows the altitude‐averaged global distribu-

tion of ISCCP diurnal and semidiurnal net radiative heating
rates in January averaged over 2002–2006. The significant
longitudinal variabilities (∼10 mW/kg for diurnal and
∼5 mW/kg for semidiurnal) of the heating rate amplitudes
closely associated with the land‐sea difference suggest the
potential contribution of radiative heating to nonmigrating
tides. The relatively uniform phase distributions in local
time in Figure 2 reasonably show that the maxima of both
diurnal and semidiurnal heating occur around noon time
and imply the semidiurnal heating has the other peak at
midnight.

2.2. Comparison and Mutual Validation

[19] Two troposphere radiative heating products used by
tidal models in the past include those of Groves [1982] and
those derived as part of the NCEP NCAR Reanalysis Project
[Kalnay et al., 1996]. To date, the Groves heating rates have
been used as the radiative heating source to calculate
GSWM tidal climatologies [e.g., Hagan et al., 1995, 1999;
Hagan and Forbes, 2002, 2003]. These heating rates have
profiles for both diurnal and semidiurnal components and
are longitude dependent mostly due to the effects of cloud
scattering and absorption. NCEPNCAR heating rates include
both shortwave/visible and longwave/IR, at 28 pressure
levels in the troposphere, 1.875° latitude × 1.875° longitude
globally and 1985 to 1991 monthly. But the 4 × daily local

time coverage of NCEP NCAR products can only provide
heating rates for diurnal components and the cloud effects are
roughly included therein [Kalnay et al., 1996; Forbes et al.,
2001].
[20] Figure 3 shows the comparison of ISCCP radiative

heating rates with those of Groves and NCEP NCAR in
September and December for the diurnal migrating com-
ponent. We see that ISCCP, Groves and NCEP diurnal
migrating tidal heating rates have generally similar ampli-
tudes, from 16.5 mW/kg to 20.0 mW/kg in September and
from 14.4 mW/kg to 17.7 mW/kg in December as labeled on
the top of each image. Besides the maxima at ground level,
ISCCP has also larger maxima at 5–8 km depending on
latitude. These 5–8 km maxima are generally considered to
be a result of cloud scattering and absorption effects [Liou et
al., 1978; Groves, 1982]. The 5–8 km maxima are stronger
in Groves heating and much weaker in NCEP heating and
NCEP does not have the two‐wing maxima at 45°–50° lati-
tude. This may be due to NCEP’s poor specification of
clouds. ISCCP’s 25°–30° maxima (∼12 mW/kg) on ground
level in September are consistent with NCEP’s except that
NCEP’s are much stronger (20.0 mW/kg); and similarly in
December. Groves’ heating rates do not have maxima at the
ground. This may be due to the fact that the Groves model did
not include local time variation of the Earth surface albedo.
We can also see the heating rate maxima in summer hemi-
sphere are stronger than those in winter hemisphere in
Figure 3 (bottom) for December. This is consistent among
all three methodologies. By including the most updated

Figure 2. The altitude‐averaged global distribution of ISCCP radiative heating rates in January averaged
over 2002–2006.
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albedo, emissivity and temperature of the Earth surface, the
most updated water vapor measurements of the atmosphere
as well as the updated cloud property model, the ISCCP
radiative fluxes by NASA GISS and thus our ISCCP net
radiative rates in the troposphere overcome the dis-
advantages of the previous products and thus serve the
purpose of our present study very well.

[21] In order to show a whole latitude‐seasonal picture,
the heating rates in Figure 4 depict latitude versus month
distributions of altitude‐averaged diurnal migrating ISCCP,
Groves and NCEP radiative heating rates. The latitude‐
seasonal similarity among these three resources is that the
center of the equatorial region maxima band shifts toward
the summer hemisphere. The more localized maxima are not

Figure 3. Comparison of ISCCP radiative heating rates with those of Groves and NCEP NCAR in
September and December for the diurnal migrating component.

Figure 4. The altitude‐averaged diurnal migrating component of Groves, ISCCP, and NCEP radiative
heating rates.
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so consistent in terms of magnitude and distribution among
the three although ISCCP’s and Groves’ are closer. ISCCP’s
and Groves’ maxima are very close to each other in magni-
tude, 9.87 mW/kg versus 9.63 mW/kg, and they both have
wing maxima at higher latitudes besides tropical peaks, while
NCEP’s maxima are about 15% larger and only centered in
the tropical/subtropical area. This is an addition to the conclu-
sion of Forbes et al. [2007] that the convective/condensation
heating rates in the NCEP NCAR Reanalysis Project are
overestimated. The reason is that “there are no observations
directly affecting the variable (NCEP heating rates), so that it
is derived solely from the model fields forced by the data

assimilation to remain close to the atmosphere” [Kalnay et al.,
1996; Forbes et al., 2001].
[22] Considering the physics that each of the heating

products includes and does not include, the comparison
between ISCCP, Groves and NCEP radiative heating rates
shows a consistency which can be taken as a mutual vali-
dation. We conclude that the ISCCP product of net radiative
heating rates is the most suitable one so far since it has
advantages over the other two and has better time and space
coverage.
[23] We use 2002–2006multiyear‐averagedmonthly ISCCP

radiative heating rates so that they are consistent with the
monthly SABER background data averaged over the same
5 year time period as the inputs to the GSWM model.
Then the model outputs are more consistently comparable
to monthly SABER tidal temperature also averaged over
2002–2006.

3. SABER Measurements and Zonal Mean
Gradient Wind

[24] The SABER instrument was launched onboard the
TIMED satellite on December 7, 2001. Among other para-
meters, SABER provides measurements of kinetic temper-
ature from approximately 20 km to 120 km altitude, during
both day and night, and extending to latitudes as high as ±83°.
Geopotential, density and pressure are also included in the
SABER data at each four‐dimensional point where SABER
temperatures are available. SABER views the atmosphere 90°
to the satellite velocity vector in a 625 km high and 73°
inclination orbit, so that latitude coverage on a given day
extends from about 53° latitude in one hemisphere to 83° in
the other. This viewing geometry alternates once every 60
days due to 180° yaw maneuvers required for the TIMED
satellite. Within a yaw period and within 50°S to 50°N lati-
tudes, data from the ascending and descending portions of the
orbit can include up to about 22 hours of local time (data are
not acquired by SABER near noon). For latitudes poleward of
±50°, 120 days are required to cover a diurnal local time
cycle. Since the 120 days poleward of ±50°s are not contin-
uous, the tidal determinations poleward of ±50°s are subject
to aliasing and not included in this study. Still, this type of
coverage of SABER provides unprecedented opportunities
for the study of tides and planetary waves, and their roles
in coupling the troposphere, stratosphere, mesosphere and
thermosphere.
[25] We have processed SABER V01.07 data up to

August, 2009. The monthly based zonal mean, SPW and tidal
temperatures are available online at http://sisko.colorado.edu/
SABER.html up to May, 2009. The detailed method for this
processing is given by Forbes et al. [2008]. Figure 5 shows
the zonal mean gradient wind [Fleming et al., 1990] we
derived from SABER zonal mean background geopotential in
June, September and December of the 2002–2006 multiyear
average for the altitude range 20–80 km. Below 20 km, the
zonal mean winds are from the NCEP climatological monthly
data, while above 80 km, they are from the Horizonal Wind
Model, 1993 (HWM93) model. The background here means
60 day (120 day beyond 50° latitudes) running mean wherein
the 60 day mean tidal signals are filtered out. We use this
gradient wind together with SABER zonal mean background

Figure 5. The zonal mean gradient wind (contour interval
is 20 m/s) derived from SABER zonal mean background
geopotential in January, June, and September for the altitude
range 20–80 km. Below 20 km, the zonal mean winds come
from the NCEP climatological monthly data, while above
80 km, they come from the HWM93 model.
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temperature to update GSWM‐02 background data globally
from 20–80 km. The zonal mean zonal wind is especially
critical to emulate tidal propagation and dissipation.

4. Results

[26] Figure 6 compares GSWM‐ISCCP DW1 temperature
amplitudes and phases with those of SABER. The height
versus latitude contour plots are for March when the
migrating diurnal tide usually has its seasonal peak in the
MLT region [Forbes et al., 2008]. The GSWM‐ISCCP
results are excited primarily by troposphere radiative heating
in the absence of latent heating but also include excitations
from O3 and O2 [Hagan et al., 1999] in the stratosphere
and mesosphere. The tidal amplitudes and distributions in
Figure 6 are mainly excited by ISCCP troposphere net radi-
ative heating although O3 and O2 excitations in the strato-
sphere and mesosphere are included. We see the (1,1) mode
[Forbes et al., 1979] is well simulated by GSWM‐ISCCP in
the MLT region although it does not simulate the observed
double‐peak structure in the 80–100 km altitude range near
the equator. This suggests that DW1 may have some other
energy sources, such as in situ chemical heating [Mlynczak,
1996] that is not included in the GSWM. The maximum
value of DW1 of SABER temperature inMarch is about 22K,
while that of GSWM‐ISCCP in the absence of latent heating
is about 19 K. Note that the monthly tidal signatures of
SABER temperature are actually 60 daymeans centered at the
middle of each month. To be more comparable to the SABER
tidal results, GSWM‐ISCCP’s monthly results are the 1‐2‐1
weighted average of theMonpre‐Mon‐Monpost to approximate
a 60 day mean, where Monpre, Mon and Monpost are the pre-
vious month, the month and the month after that of the direct
GSWM‐ISCCP monthly results, respectively. We also see
the more obvious tilts of both amplitudes and phases as a
function of latitude in SABER than in GSWM‐ISCCP results

Figure 6. Comparison of GSWM‐ISCCP DW1 temperature amplitudes (K) and phases (hour) with
those of SABER in March.

Figure 7. Comparison of GSWM‐ISCCP SW2 tempera-
ture amplitude (K) with that of SABER in May.
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and more homogeneous pattern of SABER phases in the
stratosphere. We will further study these coherences in the
near future, as the current emphasis is on the 80–120 km
height region.
[27] Figure 7 shows the similar comparison but for SW2

amplitudes in May. We see that both GSWM‐ISCCP and
SABER exhibit an antisymmetric character with latitude
shape similar to that of the (2,3) mode [Chapman and
Lindzen, 1970; Forbes, 1982b] in the upper MLT region in

this month, although both have an offset toward the North
from the equator and both are enhanced around 35‐40°S
latitude and thus both appear to reflect similar contributions
from other modes. This latitudinal distribution of amplitude is
not similar to that of the ISCCP radiative tidal excitation
of SW2, in which there is a strong peak at the equator but
the whole heating pattern is asymmetric about equator (not
shown). This reminds us of the physical relevance of the
Hough modes as the mathematical solutions of the dynamical

Figure 8. (top) ISCCP relative spectra (normalized by the maximum) of nonmigrating heating rates at
6.75 km. (middle) GSWM‐ISCCP relative nonmigrating tidal spectra of temperature at 95 km. (bottom)
SABER relative nonmigrating tidal spectra of temperature at 95 km. Shown are results for January and
September, diurnal and semidiurnal. All the spectra are centered at migrating components which are
blocked. Negative (positive) wave numbers correspond to eastward (westward) propagation.
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equations in classical tidal theory. The asymmetric SW2
results in the MLT region can be explained by the facts that
(1) the fundamental symmetric (2,2) mode is evanescent in
the mesosphere and (2) the (2,3) mode is strongly generated
by mode coupling due to the antisymmetric mesospheric jets
and grows exponentially with height. Higher‐order modes
such as (2,4) and (2,5) also play a role, but their contributions
tend to be more evident at higher latitudes. Considering
all other months, we would like to point out that GSWM‐
ISCCP’s simulation of SW2 is not as good as that for DW1
in terms of the pattern consistency in the meridional plane.
But SABER observations show that SW2 has stable and
regular seasonal andmeridional patterns [Forbes et al., 2008],
and the amplitudes of SW2 are more significant than DW1
in the upper MLT region. All of these features keep SW2
modeling as a challenging topic. We need more updated/
accurate measurements of heating/cooling sources from strato-
sphere to the lower thermosphere including ozone heating/
cooling and chemical heating. These heating/cooling rates
may not have the same phases as troposphere heating. For
example, the in situ chemical heating in the MLT region
peaks at night [Mlynczak and Solomon, 1993], while the
direct in situ radiative heating peaks during day time.
The interference of these two could play a role in defining
the latitudinal pattern of SW2.
[28] Figure 8 (top) shows the spectra of ISCCP non-

migrating heating rates in January and September where the

distinct DE3, D0, DW2 and DW5 as well as SE2, SW1, and
SW3 components confirm the wave 1 (∣s − n∣ = 1) and
wave 4 (∣s − n∣ = 4) [Forbes et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2006]
longitudinal variability of the heating rates shown in
Figure 2. There are also some weak components such as
DW3, SW5 in the spectra which show the irregularity of the
heating rate that reflects the irregularity of the topography
and distribution of clouds and water vapor. Figures 8
(middle) and 8 (bottom) show GSWM‐ISCCP nonmigrat-
ing tidal spectra of temperature at 95 km compared with those
of SABER’s in January and September. We see that both
GSWM‐ISCCP and SABER have wave 1 (DW2, SW3, D0,
SW1) and wave 4 (DE3, SE2, DW5, SW6) components
in terms of longitudinal wave numbers that would be seen
from quasi‐Sun‐synchronous orbit (i.e., the ∣s − n∣ factor in
(2) when tLT ≈ constant). There is also evidence of wave 3
(DE2, SW5) components. The similarity and difference
between GSWM‐ISCCP’s and SABER’s spectra can tell us
something about the physics and energy sources for each of
the tidal components since the GSWM results are excited by
radiative heating only. Comparing GSWM‐ISCCP’s spectra
with that of the ISCCP radiative heating in Figure 8 (top), we
see more differences. ISCCP’s spectra in the troposphere
showmore symmetry about themigrating tides (DW1 or SW2
which is set to be zero in the spectra of diurnal or semidiurnal,
respectively), while GSWM‐ISCCP’s spectra in the MLT
region are not so symmetric about the migrating components.
Some are relatively strengthened, like DW2 in the first image
of Figure 8 (middle) and some are weakened, like DW5 in the
same image. Comparing the pair of diurnal wave 4 compo-
nents in ISCCP’s heating spectra, DW5 is not weaker than
DE3. But in GSWM‐ISCCP’s spectra, DW5 is much weaker.
In January, DW2 in ISCCP’s heating spectra is weaker
than DE3, but it is not in GSWM‐ISCCP’s spectra. While
in September, DE3 is stronger than D0 in GSWM‐ISCCP’s
spectra though it is weaker in ISCCP’s heating spectra. The
differences between the spectra of the model results and that
of the model’s excitation again reminds us of the idea that
the atmosphere works as an altitude‐ and season‐dependent
filter for tidal components of various vertical wavelengths
(and hence susceptibility to dissipation) and horizontal phase
speeds and directions (and hence susceptibility to meanwinds).
Furthermore, GSWM‐ISCCP/SABER differences remind us
that in the present context the model omits other potentially
important excitation sources, i.e., latent heating and wave‐
wave interactions [Hagan et al., 1997a; Teitelbaum and Vial,
1991].
[29] In Figures 9–11, which are for nonmigrating tidal

components, the amplitude distributions further show their
levels of significance in term of self‐consistency and con-
sistency between model and observation as a function of
latitude.
[30] Figure 9 shows the similar comparison as Figure 7

but for DE3 amplitudes in September when this diurnal
nonmigrating tidal component usually has its seasonal peak
(July to October [Forbes et al., 2008]) in the MLT region.
We see that GSWM‐ISCCP and SABER have consistent
altitude‐latitude peaks and trends but the magnitude of
GSWM‐ISCCP (6–8 K) is about half of SABER’s (12–
16 K). Similar altitude‐latitude consistencies of DE3 between
GSWM‐ISCCP and SABER are found in other peak months.
About half the magnitude of the observed DE3 amplitude is

Figure 9. A comparison similar to that in Figure 7 but for
DE3 temperature amplitudes (K) in September.
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attributable to radiative heating. In part 2 of this paper series,
further quantification will include the determination of the
energy allocation between migrating tides and nonmigrating
tides originating in both in radiative energy and latent heat
energy in the troposphere.
[31] Figure 10 shows the DE2 component determined

from SABER temperatures in January and July and the
corresponding DE2 signature simulated by GSWM‐ISCCP.
The structures are similar in July but not in January. During
both July and January, GSWM‐ISCCP’s peak altitudes are
higher than those of SABERwith smaller amplitudes. GSWM‐
ISCCP’s peak amplitudes are 6K and 1K for July and January,
respectively, versus SABER’s peak amplitudes which are 8 K
and 5 K for July and January, respectively. Compared with all
other nonmigrating tidal components except DE3, DE2 mea-
sured by SABER has a relatively smoother altitude‐latitudinal
amplitude distribution and regular semiannual variation usu-
ally peaking in January and July. This indicates that DE2 has
relatively simple and stable excitation and propagating mech-
anism similar toDE3. In the spectra of ISCCP radiative heating
rates, however, we do not see much excitation of DE2 in
January (not shown), yet we still see fairly significant SABER
DE2 in January. GSWM‐ISCCP also does not show much of
DE2 in January. This is consistent with the heat source and the
fact that the GSWM is a linear model and could not include

nonlinear interaction. At this point we conclude that we do not
understand well the origin of DE2 in the MLT region.
[32] Figure 11 shows DW2 and SW3 amplitudes com-

pared between GSWM‐ISCCP and SABER for September.
We see that GSWM‐ISCCP and SABER both have clear
altitude‐latitude patterns and they are consistent with each
other in some degree although GSWM‐ISCCP’s altitude
peaks are higher. As is the case for other tidal components,
their seasonal peaks are different (not shown), and SABER’s
results are often more structured, implying the existence of
higher‐order modes. For instance, SABER has fairly strong
DW2 temperature amplitudes (6–8 K) in the MLT region
during December, while GSWM‐ISCCP has the same strength
during July. It is also noteworthy that GSWM‐ISCCP can
produce 6–8 K SW3 amplitudes in many months by ISCCP
radiative heating only, implying that nonlinear wave‐wave
interaction may not play as predominant a role as previously
thought [Angelats i Coll and Forbes, 2002; Forbes and Wu,
2006]. Without latent heating input, it is hard to say whether
GSWM‐ISCCP’s simulation is not consistent with SABER’s
seasonal variability. But we can say now GSWM‐ISCCP can
simulate fairly strong wave 1 (js − nj = 1 in equation (2))
longitudinal variability by troposphere tropical/subtropical
heating without nonlinear interaction.

Figure 10. A comparison similar to that in Figure 7 but for DE2 temperature amplitudes (K) in January
and July.
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[33] Among the wave 1 and wave 4 nonmigrating tidal
components in the MLT region of this study, DE3 is the
outstanding one in terms of its amplitude’s altitudinal, lati-
tudinal and seasonal smoothness and consistency between
SABER and GSWM‐ISCCP. Both SABER measurements
and GSWM‐ISCCP’s simulation show that DE3 has the
largest peak amplitude among all other nonmigrating com-
ponents although the wave 1 nonmigrating tides have larger
amplitudes than DE3 at some latitudes during some months.
It is not surprising since we see that the wave 1 radiative
excitations in the troposphere are not less significant than
those for wave 4 (see Figure 8).
[34] Figure 12 shows the amplitude distribution of radia-

tive heating at 6.5 km altitude (Figure 12, top) and the
corresponding GSWM‐ISCCP tidal temperature perturbation
at 95 km (Figure 12, middle) compared with the tidal tem-
perature amplitude derived from SABER (Figure 12, bottom)
in September. Figure 12 (left) is for diurnal, and Figure 12
(right) is for semidiurnal. In September, many major tidal
components, including DW1, DE3, SW2, usually have their
seasonal peak amplitudes and both DW1 and DE3 have
considerable amplitudes at 95 km. The longitude variability
of the tidal amplitudes in the MLT region can be interpreted
as the interference between/among migrating and non-
migrating tides [Forbes et al., 2003], i.e., mainly DW1 and
DE3 during this month, and the power of the longitude
variation due to the interference between DE3 and DW1 is
roughly proportional to the product of the amplitudes of
DE3 and DW1.
[35] We see obvious wave 4 patterns in both the GSWM‐

ISCCP simulations and SABER observations and these pat-
terns are consistent in this sense with their troposphere energy

source. But GSWM‐ISCCP is more consistent with SABER
than with ISCCP heating in the strengths and evenness of
the four individual peaks. For instance, in Figure 12 (left) for
diurnal amplitude, ISCCP heating does not have the detached
peak between 180°–240° longitude and the strongest longi-
tude peak is at about 100° longitude, while both GSWM‐
ISCCP’s and SABER’s are at about 20° longitude. This
suggests that the longitudinal peaks in theMLT region are not
those penetrating up from the troposphere. Instead they are
the interference result of a subset of tidal components that are
excited in the troposphere and that are capable of propagating
to theMLT region (95 km in Figure 12). The latitudinal bands
of both GSWM and SABER diurnal amplitudes also exhibit
the latitudinal shape of DW1 (1,1) mode which indicate
the DW1 contribution to the longitudinal interference. The
GSWM‐ISCCP/SABER comparison for semidiurnal ampli-
tude indicates that there is no dominant SW2 mode at 95 km
although those for SABER appear to be SW2 (2,5) and (2,3)
and those for GSWM‐ISCCP appear to be SW2 (2,3) (not
shown). The semidiurnal tides also present some wave 4
pattern in the Southern Hemisphere with more SW6 than SE2
(see Figure 8).
[36] Quantitatively, we see that the typical temperature

longitude variations in amplitude at 95 km are 20 ± 5 K for
the diurnal tide and 6 ± 2 K for the semidiurnal tide. Driven
by ISCCP radiative heating only, the GSWM ISCCP sim-
ulation for the diurnal tide achieves more than half of this
longitude variation. This is because although DE3 due to
ISCCP radiative heating achieves about half of the total DE3
observed by SABER, DW1 is mostly achieved by ISCCP
radiative heating. SABER at 110 km has about the same
magnitude for the longitude variation as that at 95 km (not

Figure 11. A comparison similar to that in Figure 7 but for DW2 and SW3 temperature amplitudes (K)
in September. The contour levels here are 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 6.0 K.
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shown) since DE3 has its peak amplitude at 110 km although
DW1 is smaller.

5. Summary and Conclusions

[37] Our conclusions may be summarized as follows:
[38] 1. The ISCCP‐FD troposphere radiative heating flux

data set by NASA GISS can result in more reasonable tro-
posphere net radiative heating rate profiles by integrating
many of the most updated measurements of ISCCP clouds,
the atmosphere and Earth surface properties. This makes it
possible to demonstrate the nonnegligible contribution of
tropospheric net radiative heating to longitudinal variability
in the MLT tidal components.
[39] 2. A distinctive wave 4 pattern can be discerned in

both the net troposphere radiative heating and MLT tidal
structures, which we surmise is due to the predominant
wave 4 content of the land‐sea and topographic distributions
at low latitudes [Yagai, 1989].

[40] 3. Typical magnitudes of temperature tidal longitude
variations due to troposphere radiative heating at, e.g., 95 km
or 110 km are 20 ± 5 K for the diurnal tide and 6 ± 2 K for
the semidiurnal tide. The computed tides and their longitude
variability are of comparable amplitude to those derived from
TIMED SABER temperature measurements. This conclusion
stands in contrast to the prevailing perception that most
MLT longitude variability originates in tides excited by latent
heating.
[41] 4. DE3 is the outstanding nonmigrating component in

this study in terms of the consistency of its observed sig-
nature in the MLT region within the model simulations. This
consistency which is found in altitude, latitude, longitude
and season indicates the stability of its excitation and the
factors that determine its propagation between the tropo-
sphere and the MLT region.
[42] 5. A wave 1 longitudinal tidal structure in the MLT

and the tropical/subtropical region can also be generated
by the wave 1 zonal asymmetry of radiative heating in the

Figure 12. (top) The amplitude distribution of radiative heating at 6.5 km altitude and (middle) the
corresponding GSWM‐ISCCP tidal temperature perturbation at 95 km compared with (bottom) the tidal
temperature amplitude derived from SABER in September.
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absence of nonlinear interaction. The tidal components
involved are D0, DW2, SW1, SW3. This is perhaps not
surprising since the land‐sea and topographic zonal wave
number s = 1 component is not less than the s = 4 components
in tropical/subtropical region, while it is much larger at higher
latitudes. Nevertheless this result is significant since the
prevailing perception to date is that the predominant source
for these waves is nonlinear interaction between SPW1 and
DW1 and DW2, respectively [Lieberman, 1991; Angelats i
Coll and Forbes, 2002; Forbes and Wu, 2006].
[43] 6. The diurnal migrating tide DW1 in the MLT region

is confirmed to be caused mostly by troposphere radiative
heating. But the semidiurnal migrating tide SW2 is not. This
study suggests that there may be multiple energy sources for
SW2, such as chemical heating in the MLT region and more
comprehensive ozone heating from the stratosphere and up.
[44] 7. Larger tidal heating in the troposphere does not

have to result in larger tidal component in the MLT region
by GSWM‐ISCCP. It depends on the governing physics
which can be largely and directly interpreted by Hough mode
filtering. Based on previous research, this filtering depends
on the vertical wavelength of the Hough mode as well as
zonal mean wind. Detailed research will be included in fur-
ther studies.
[45] 8. Part 2 of this study will focus on the relative effects

of radiative and latent heating, and the importance of each in
explaining SABER observations of tides in the MLT region.
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